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FOREWORD

The writer of this rug book. Miss Ann Macbeth, is too well

known to ail teachers and those interested in handicraft to

need any introduction, and we feel ourselves very fortunate

to be able to introduce this book on the varied types of

rug-making, which has grown out of her experience among
the Women's Institutes and elsewhere in various parts (rf

the country.

We hope that those who use the book will follow the

principle which we have always advocated through the

Dryad books, namely, of choosing one's own colours and
making one's own designs. It makes the rug so much
more interesting and individual and it is not such a great

eflFort to do a simple thing in this way after all, any more
than it is a great effort for a woman to plan out how she will

lay her table or her flower garden.

Most of us recollect at some time or other meeting a

pretty and simply designed rug in some old cottage, which
was done before the days when people bought elaborate

patterns imitating Turkey carpets, etc., rather than thinking

something out themselves.

We hope that, thanks to Miss Macbeth's guidance, this

little book may help to bring many beautiful additions to

die fireside into existence.

H.H.P.



The Author desires to thank the following for
permission to photograph various pieces of work :

Airs, /. H. Pollard, the Misses May, Mary and
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INTRODUCTION
In Great Britain the making of rugs is peculiarly the

heritage of the Celto-Scandinavian districts. From Wales
on the west coast, and from Yorkshire on the east, we find

rug-making to be a part of the regular routine of many
cottage homes, and in northern England and Scotland an
almost passionate interest is shown in any new develop-

ments in carpets and mats.

In the United States of America and in Canada this

interest in home-made rugs has come down from the early

settlers—^how early none can tell, possibly even the early

Scandinavian discoverers of America under Leif Ericsson

may have left the traditions, but in any case there it

flourishes and great enthusiasm is shown by collectors, and
the history of the craft is handsomely dealt with by an
eminent architect, Mr. W. W. Kent, in "The Hooked Rug."
Possibly ere long collectors in this country may follow suit

and the standard of home-made rugs may be an asset in the

artistic crafts of this country.

Meanwhile, with the prospect of tariffs looming before us

in Great Britain, tlie cult of rugmaking will become a more
useful and necessary thing among educated and aesthetic

people, as indeed is shown by the interest of many men in

high positions who are already enthusiastic workers at rugs

in their leisure time. Rugs such as I suggest can be very

beautiful, and there seems, so far, no comprehensive
account of the various ways of making these homely
floor coverings. My aim in collecting these various

suggestions is to help the workers to vary and improve their

designs, and to invent new patterns for the work.

ANN MACBETH.
Hartsop,

Patterdale.

March, i%2.
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THE

COUNTRY WOMAN'S
RUG BOOK

LOOPED RUGS.

THERE are various methods of making these—^the

results are similar—^but the tools vary. Looped rugs are

usually made on a foundation of hessian or packsheet, and
the yarn employed can be of narrow strips of torn fabric

sewn into one long strand and wound into balls,—or they

may be made of coloured jute yam—(the best form of this

is old Glamis needlecraft yam), or they may even be made
of a roughly twined thread of natural sheep's wool.

The foundation must be stretched taut on a wooden
frame—these are commonly used in the North country, and
rug supply merchants sell them in adjustable sizes. The
pattern must be outlined on the pack sheet with a bmsh in

ink or paint.

The Hookie Rug
is probably the most commonly used of these methods, and
indeed, in Canada and U.S.A. there is such a vogue for

Hookie Rugs that antique dealers advertise Hooked Rugs
in their papers, and the women in the country work hard to

supply the demand for these so-called antiques.

In this mg the ball of yarn is kept below the frame with
its tight canvas foundation of harn, burlap, hessian or pack
sheet ; a sturdy metal hook is inserted through the *

material, picking up the yarn in small loops, about one-

third of an inch in length, to the upper side of the canvas.

These loops must be closely packed and as regular as

possible. (See diagram i). The writer has seen these rugs

worked so closely and eveiily that it is difficult to tell ofwhat
material they are made. It is rare, however, to find any that

are of good design, too many workers are satisfied to buy

9



lo THE COUNTRY WOMAN'S RUG BOOK
the manufacturers' designs, and these are of a very low order

of artistic standard. Workers should be persuaded to experi-

ment in making their own patterns, and for a start should
follow the idea of tiled or panelled effects. The drawback
in this work, of course, is that if the worker is using up old

material she cannot easily plan her colour scheme because

of her limited choice of materials.

The Prodded Rug.

This gives the same result, but is done with a dif-

ferent tool. It can also be worked quite successfully

without a frame if Helvellyn canvas is used.

For this method you will need a prodder. The most
useful type has a metal blade curved into a semi-tube which
is pierced by two holes. The wool is passed through
the upper hole and led inside the tube and passed out
through the lower hole near the point.

For this rug the stencilled or traced pattern must be made
on the back of the canvas, the latter being of a close weave,

not the openmesh type usedfor hooked pile rugs. The new
Helvellyn canvas is most admirable for this purpose and
needs no frame to stretch it, as do most canvases worked in

this method.
To make the stitch : With the right hand push the

prodder downwards through the canvas, with the open side

of the tube away from you, and with the left forefinger and
thumb catch the wool from the back of the prodder and
hold it so that it forms a loop about fin. long on the back

of the canvas. Hold fast this loop (Diagram 2) while you
withdraw the prodder and push it into the next hole—^work

as far as possible in straight rows, always holding the last

loop firmly and tight so that it exactly tallies in size with the

previous loops. Be careful that the short stitches on the

stencilled side of the canvas are all tight and even in tension.

All ends of yarn must be left on the pile side of canvas.

Each row of loops may be cut on completion, or you may



THE LOCKER RUG II

leave several rows to be cut at one time—^but it is not

advisable to cut a very large area at once, as it is tiring to the

hand.

The best wools for these prodded rugs are three- or

four-ply yarns. These vary greatly in price and quality,

and use from Jib. to ilb. per square foot according to the

weight of the wool.

The cut ends of the Helvellyn canvas should have two
rows of machine stitching across them before the work is

started, and these ends and the selvedges should be worked
over in double crochet after withdrawing the fourth thread

inwards from the selvedge. If the wool used does not

pack into the canvas very tightly when finished, it is a good
thing to put on a coating of paste to hold the threads at the

back. "Rex," a dry powder paste mixed with cold water is

excellent for this and can be applied with a whitewash
brush. If the rug is for competition, however, do not put

on the paste till the work returns home, as judges may
object to its use.

Long strips of rag, or silk or woollen stockings can be cut

about |in. wide and sewn end to end and balled up
;

they

are then prodded exactly as the rug yarn. A fairly tight

tension should be put upon this rag yarn and the pile should

not be more than Jin. deep as it is best not to cut it, but to

leave it in neat loops. An illustration of a stool seat made
by this method appears on page 20 (Plate 5).

The Locker Rug.

This rug is far the best of the looped rugs, and has the

great advantage of being worked without a frame, and also

of having the loops secured into place so that they cannot be
pulled out. (Plate 2, page 17.) The method is simple and
rapid and very economical. The locker needle is at the same
time a hook and it can be used on various grades of rugging
canvas and on pack sheet. Smaller editions of the needle can

be had for working on embroidery canvases, and this very
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THE LOCKER RUG 13

new form of canvas work has a promising future before it,

since it covers the ground much more rapidly than can be

done with cross-stitch or tent-stitch, or any of the usual

canvas stitches, and it gives at the same time a richer and
more pile-like effect.

For ordinary rug yarn the canvas must have a mesh of

four large holes to the inch, that is, sixteen knots to the

square inch, instead of the more common nine knots to the

square inch. This latter mesh is suitable only for cable rug

yam. The needles are to be had in four sizes : No. 8 is used

for ordinary rug yam. No. 10 for finer rugs, and Nos. 12 and

14 for fine canvas work such as is used for chair seats and
bags.

The method of working is as follows :—Put a thread of

yarn through the eyelet of the hook and without breaking

the yarn from the ball, push the needle up through one of

the small holes of the canvas drawing with it a considerable

length of the yarn. Now insert the hook through the large

hole next the one where the yarn is brought up, and with the

left hand behind the canvas, holding the thread steady over

the forefinger, pass the wool round the point of the hook
and pull up a short loop to the right side of the canvas.

Keep this loop on the hook and dip through the next mesh
and bring up another, and so on till there are about sixteen

to twenty loops on the hook, then draw the hook forward
through the whole row of loops so that the "locking"

thread both secures them into place and at the same time

acts as a padding to them. (Diag. 3 .) When turning a corner

or finishing a line of knots, push the needle down and up
again through a small mesh in order not to intermpt a

sequence of knots. A fresh thread can most neatly be
joined on by stitching the new end of yarn to the old with
fine cotton, and as this rug can be used without a lining,

if neatly finished, this is more desirable than knotting on
new threads. A very important thing in working the

locker mg is to pass the thread consistently over the hook
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in the same direction. (Diag. 4.) The best direction is

to hook the thread away from the worker over the hook;
this makes a tightly knotted effect on the right side of the

rug. If hooked in the opposite direction, the row of
knots has a tube-Hke appearance and is more easily

ruffled in wear. Some yarns, however, are spun in an
opposite direction, but this is rare, and the worker will soon
adjust the matter. Hook up, usually, in the opposite

direction from that used in crochet.

The outer edges of these rugs should have the canvas
turned over to the right side and the outer rows of knots

worked through double canvas. The edges should then be
finished with a row of double crochet in rug yarn.

The best patterns for this type of work, whether fine or

coarse, are those of panelled or tile-like designs; very
intricate devices are difficult to do, though no more so than

"Fair Isle" patterns in knitting, in fact, the process is to

some extent the same, as one thread can be carried behind
and then substituted for another. Excellent striped effects

can be got by checking one stripe into its neighbour by
picking alternately two knots of one colour and two of

another for two rows. Axminster chenille may be used

effectively for borders, but in this case the chenille must be

drawn through with a longer loop than usual so that as much
of the pile as possible is drawn through the hole ; the loop

can then be tightened again ; this will leave almost the whole
of the fringed chenille thread on the top of the canvas.

Some workers find that when picking up successive sets

of loops with the locker needle, the last loop of the previous

set is pulled down below the canvas because of the move-
ment of the hooking up of the next set. To correct this,

before pulling through the locking thread, lift it gently so

that the tightened loop is pulled up into place.

The little Locker hooks can be very beautifully used for

embroidery on other loose woollen or cotton canvas-like

materials. Especially suitable is it for working on heavy
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tiffany or greenhouse shading and other soft cotton

canvases and curtains. Coverlets decorated with it are

very easy to work. The heavier fingerings in knitting

yarn and Clark's Flox or Velveno threads are most excellent

for this work.
Ordinary 6-ply yarns worked in the locker stitch use

approximately 4 02s. to the square foot.

Old Glamis jute yarn is good also for working through

open pack sheet, and gives a surface very much of the

substance of old-fashioned Brussels carpets. This yarn is

inexpensive, and where economy is necessary for classes, it

is an excellent material to use. We illustrate some of the

"new carpet bags" in fine locker stitch. This is equally

suitablefor fine carpets and chair coverings. (Plate 3 ,
page 1 8)

The Dryad Handicrafts can supply a variety of fasteners

and clasps for bags of this type.

EMBROIDERED RUGS.
I am going to explain a few quite new kinds of rug

which have been made possible for workers by the pro-

duction of a close canvas of very heavy jute twine called

Helvellyn canvas. On this, embroidered rugs can be
produced in various tapestry stitches, with a much smaller

quantity of wool than is needed for the hooked pile rugs

which are those most familiar to workers in Great Britain.

To be serviceable a rug must have a certain amount of solid

weight, and the common open-meshed canvas of stiffened

cotton does not give this. The thick jute variety does.

There are many possible stitches which work extremely

well on this canvas.

When calculating the amount ofwool necessary for these

embroidered rugs, reckon about 4 02s. to the square foot.

Cross-Stitch Rugs.
For simplicity and easy work perhaps the ordinary cross-

stitch methods are best, and all kinds of patterns can be
evolved. To work cross-stitch rugs successfully it is best
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PLATE 2. LOCKER RUGS.

WORKED BY JANE H. POLLARD AND MARY ROUTLEDGE
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PLATE 4. AN EMBROIDERED RUG IN HALF CROSS-STITCH AND
HERRING-BONE-STITCH. WORKED BY MAY ROUTLEDGE.
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EMBROIDERED RUGS 21

to use a six-ply wool, or rather worsted yam, such as

Straight rug wool, which is extremely strong and does not

fray with sewing. If a three- or four-ply worsted is used it

will require to be sewn over another strand ofwool to act as

padding. When fastening off ends of yarn leave themon the

right side ofthecanvas and embroideroverthem. Plate4, page

19, shows a rug in half cross-stitch and herringbone-stitch.

I should mention that before starting any rug on this

canvas it is necessary to run the cut ends through the

sewing machine to prevent fraying. This is much stronger

and better than binding them, and the ends—and also the

selvedges—-can then be covered over with a close line of
double crochet in the yarn.

The best method for cross-stitch is shown in Figs. A and
B (diagram 5), stitching over two threads of canvas in each

direction.

GOBELIN-STITCH.
Another excellent stitch is the sloped Gobelin-stitch, which

canbe worked in the straightwool over a padding (see Fig. C,

diagram 5). The diagram shows the most economical way
of using this stitch. A second row of stitches is set in

between each stitch of the first set and a six-ply wool is used.

Fig. D (diagram 5) shows straight Gobelin-stitch, which is

a particularlypretty stitch andgives a rep-like effect to therug.

It is best in a six-ply yarn. A photograph of a rug worked
in this stitch appears on the frontispiece, (plate i). All

these stitches shouldbeworkedovertwo threads ofthecanvas.

Hungarian Stitches.

Now we come to the various Himgarian stitches, which
are very beautiful and which give a very flat, silky surface to

the rug. Fig. E (diagram 6) shows the simplest of these.

It is a series of parallel stitches worked over two threads of
canvas much as bricks are set, the end of each alternate

stitch coming next the middle of its neighbours. It is

easiest and most economical to work this grounding stitch
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in diagonal lines as in the diagram, taking a very short

diagonal stitch at the back of the canvas.

Figs. F and G (diagram 6) are other Hungarian stitches.

F in the alternate stitches are taken vertically over four and
two threads of the canvas, and if possible working over

an underlying thread of wool. G gives a very pretty

two-colour arrangement of little crosses when finished.

Each row is in alternate colours and the stitches come in

order as follows : One short stitch over two threads

vertically, one long stitch over four threads vertically, one
short again over two threads, then leave a blank space for

the alternate colour and repeat one short, one long, and one
short again. The alternate colour is worked exactly the

same into the spaces left for it.

Knitting Stitch.

Perhaps the prettiest of all these flat stitches is that called

in Cumberland the "Knitting Stitch." Its proper name is

Kelim stitch—^but country folk prefer familiar names.

This stitch requires much closer working than the previous

ones, and it also must be worked in thinner yarns. I find

three-ply yams the best of these.

This stitch can be worked either vertically or hori-

zontally—and both directions are necessary to avoid

constant turning of the work in some designs. The
important point is that each warp thread of the canvas must
be stitched over its whole length in the one direction.

The stitch is worked over two threads of canvas

vertically, and over one thread to the side, sloping the

stitches in opposite directions in each alternate row
(Fig. Hi, diagram 7). When working horizontally, pass

the needle horizontally behind two threads of canvas as in

Fig. H2 (diagram 7), the shaded portion showing the

direction of thread behind the canvas. Then take the

stitch on the right side diagonally downwards over two
threads, and over one thread only backwards, and pass
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horizontally behind two threads forward again, and so on.

It is difficult to describe this stitch in words, but it is very

much like working a herring-bone stitch without crossing

the stitches, and a careful look at the diagram will explain.

When working the knitting stitch, it adds greatly to its

appearance if an outline of contrasting colour is used to

outline the pattern, and in stencilling such details are not

possible to define. Delightful little varieties can be made
in filling in grounds by varying the colour of the yarns used

with the gentlest contrasts if a considerable surface is to be

filled in free of actual pattern. A carpet bag worked in

knitting stitch is shown in plate 5 ,
page 20.

Knotted Stitch.

Another stitch that is becoming popular is the knotted

stitch. This is worked as follows : Carry the thread over

three threads of Helvellyn canvas upwards and one thread

to the right (A to B in diagram 7). Bring back needle two
holes lower down at C and draw through the thread.

Second stitch—^pass needle upwards across the first long

stitch to D and make a short diagonal stitch downwards to

the hole right of where the long stitch started at A.
In succeeding rows the long stitches spring out of the

holes into which the small cross-stitches are set, thus making
the second row of stitches impinge upon the first.

This is a beautiful stitch for panelled designs and should

be very close and compact. It is best worked with three-

or four-ply wool.

Most of the better cross-stitch designs can be worked
out in these various tapestry stitches, and of course there are

endless charming effects of straight or zig-zag stripes across

a rug which can be used to introduce several diflFerent sorts

of stitches in one rug.

The narrower widths of this canvas can be very usefully

worked as stool and chair seats. It is less trying to the eyes

than fine canvas work, and very much more quickly

accomplished.
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THRIFT RUGS.

It is only proposed to give two or three suggestions for

these, though there are various methods of using up waste

material, in fact, both hookie and prodded rugs usually-

come into this category. Many of the rag rugs used in

cottages are too elementary to describe, or too cumbersome
to keep clean, and hardly come into the class of things to be
encouraged.

A very economical and quickly made rug is one the

writer found on Tweedside, the work of Miss Violet Kerr.

This rug is made of old sacks, washed and cut into strips

four inches wide. Each strip is then frayed down each side

till only an inch of material is left down its centre. Double
the strips now with a lengthwise fold, so that the two
fringes come together, one projecting a little beyond
the other, and hem the folded edge down round the

edge of a foundation of another sack about an inch from its

edge. Proceed round and round the foundation in this

way, laying the fringe so that each fringed edge comes a

little further in towards the middle than the last^ and when
the sacking foundation is completely filled in, finish with a

short length of single fringed material sewed down the

middle. This can be entirely fringed away when finished.

(See diagram 8.)

CHENILLE RUGS.
Another method of getting a good pile in a very eco-

nomical way is by using the wider qualities of Axminster
pile chenille, which can be had in bundles as "remainders"

from carpet factories—^this does not often permit of much
liberty in design, however, but the method is as follows :

Lay the little firm "backbone" or rib of the chenille

along one of the threads of the Helvellyn canvas and with
stout linen thread hem it firmly down to the canvas. Ends
of chenille are best finished off by clearing about lin. of the

chenille of its pile and passing it through to the back of the
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canvas and stitching it down. Each successive row of
chenille should be fastened off in this way, as it spoils the

regularity of the pile if you turn the chenille round on the

right side of the canvas (see diagram 9).

The chenille is sold by weight and is very cheap compared
with rug yarn. Chenille is also quite useful if used as a

trimming for garments and other articles, and washes
extremely well.

In some parts of the country the chenille is used to make
prodded rugs, and also knitted into rugs, but both these

methods are extravagant and do not produce any really

artistic result. The hemmed-on method is capable of
making into very pleasing designs if used in panel-like

patterns or stripes. It is advisable to avoid hemming on
the diagonal direction of the canvas. A photograph
showing a chenille rug appears on plate 6, page 37.

PLAITED AND COILED RUGS.
Plaited rugs or mats can be made equally well of rushes,

twine, or strips of rag. The method in each case is the

same. Rushes can be had in great abundance all over this

country. The writer has a plaited rug made of the small

common rush—^plaited and dyed—and it nasbeen inuse for

years and has a peculiarly pleasant smell . The Great Rush
does not grow in the north—but in East Anglia, and in our
Midland and Southern slow-flowing rivers it abounds.

The rushes should be gathered in July at the height of their

growth. Festivals called "Rushbearings" are still held in

Westmorland and in the Lake District, which celebrate the

rush harvest, when rushes were gathered for matting and
weaving. It is questionable if the rushes said to have been

strewn on the floors in ancient homes and churches were
strewn loose—save in very remote days. Far more
probably they were woven or plaited into matting. Rush
mats are probably the thickest and warmest of all floor

coverings. It is unfortunate that our British rush-weaving
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industries have practically lapsed,—so much rush matting is

imported to this country—^for none is so warm and thick

for covering stone floors as our own native rushes suitably

used. One Women's Institute at Islip, in Oxfordshire, pro-
duces rush-woven articles of highly professional standard

made of Thames rushes—and it is a pity more of this work
is not done.

The plait should be made thick and regular—^about an
inch in width and a third-of-an-inch in thickness. After a

sufficient quantity has been plaited the coiling can be
started. (Diag. lo.) This may be done with the plait lying

flat, in which case a round or oval mat is formed. Fine

string is used to stitch the plaits together^—slipping the

needle from plait to plait alternately, picking up one strand

of the plait at each stitch. (Diag. ii.)

A thicker and more elaborate mat can be made by coiling

the plait edgewise and sewing through two or more plaits

at a time. (Diag. 12.) Blocks of various shapes can be made
and built up into patterns of varying colours—squares,

rounds and ovals being set in and the gaps filled in with zig-

zag coils from side to side. In such cases the whole patterned

portion must be framed in with many rows of border in

order to keep the whole mat stable. Very beautiful effects

can be had in such matting. (Diags. 13 and 14,')

Rag plaiting must be made up with the plaits flat, but

they can be made with four, five and six strands in the

braid if wished, and the colours can be arranged in con-

centric rings or ovals.

CROCHET RUGS.
These may be made as above of strips of rag (but this

is somewhat clumsy), or of twine—or, best of all, of old

Glamis jute yam, which can be had in many colours.

Double crochet or treble stitches are the only ones neces-

sary, and oval or round rugs are best in this method, using

double yam if a fairly substantial rug is wanted. One
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colour may be carried along inside these crochet stitches

and pickedup whenwanted, and very interesting and bright

patterns can be got in this way. This is a particularly good
mat for children to do, as it is quick to make and not too
expensive. Binder twine can also be used in these cro-

chetted and plaited rugs. (See plate 7, page 38).

NEEDLE-WOVEN RUGS.
These rugs are made in heavy jute or woollen materials,

and are decorated with bands of weaving in jute yarn ot

wool. This type of work is excellent for teaching workers
to plan out their own patterns ; and it also serves as a good
beginning for the more difficult hand-woven rugs to be
dealt with later. The method of needle-weaving is simple.

First draw out the weft threads of your materials from a

strip three to six inches wide, leaving warp threads exposed.

The work is now to replace the threads withdrawn with
others which you weave into the border.

A stout packing needle is best to weave with in such

large work as rugs, but this method of decoration may be
applied to almost any material, fine or coarse, from which
you can withdraw the threads. Several bands of needle-

weaving may be made at intervals across a rug—or it may
be made with broad bands at the ends and narrow ones up
the sides. Perhaps the best material for beginners in this

work is Langshaw canvas—a jute matting made in Dundee.
This can be very quickly worked if jute yarn is used (Old

Glamis yarn.) This yam works up more quickly than wool
and is easier for the beginner to manipulate since it is not

elastic like wool. To start the weaving lift up the warp
threads with the packing needle in groups—the number of

threads lifted at a time depends on the thickness of the warp
threads, also on the scale of the design and the thickness of

your weaving thread. It is better to make fairly long stitches

than small ones—^you must see that the warp threads are

entirely covered by the weaving. Lay ends of thread along
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the fkst strand ofwarp threads picked up and, as in diagram

1 5 ,
pick up a second strand or more, and dam backwards and

forwards, binding in the end of the weaving thread as the

weaving proceeds. (Diag. i6.) When planning needle-

weaving, it is a great help to plan out the blocks of different

colours on squared exercise paper. The same number of

"passes" or runs of thread back and forward must be made
on each "rise" or step of the weaving, and each block

should fit accurately into its neighbour.

Begin with narrow bars of weaving straight across the

border if you are working on linen or other embroidery

material. In a rug large holes left between two blocks of

weaving must be carefully avoided, as they might trip

people when the rug is on the floor.

It is best to begin at the exact centre of a border of

needle-weaving, so that the pattern can be symmetrically

spaced on either side. Do not make all your blocks of the

same width—^variety in masses is pleasing and less monot-

onous to work. With colouring, too, try to arrange a

definite contrast between alternate colours, a dark and a

lighter in turn is better than keeping all the low-toned

blocks, and all the high-toned ones together. An old

thread or a new one should be run down into the already

woven portion of the work. Very elaborate patterns can

be worked in this method and the planning and working is

particularly pleasant work. (Plate 8, page 29.)

Chequered or striped effects can be got by using two
needles alternately passing different colours across the

warps. These different threads must be interlocked at

either end of the pass, as in diagram 19, so that they do not

pull back and leave the warp exposed.

The worker must remember that it is quite impossible to

get a perfectly vertical line between two blocks of needle-

weaving without forming a large hole.
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Vertical effects can only be got by checking or dove-

tailing the blocks, as in diagram 20. The more easy way of

making the patterns is to make diagonal blocks like steps

across the border, as in diagrams 21 or 22. The edges of

needle-woven borders should be finished with lines of

cross-stitch, blanket stitch, couching or chain stitch. This

sort of work, on whatever it is done, should be absolutely

as good at the back as the front. It is work very popular

with children, and most effective and elaborate designs are

made by children in the elementary schools in the North of
England and in Scotland.

NEEDLETUFT RUGS.
This is a pile rug which is quite new and the only tool

required is a large rug or raffia needle. The method, as

compared with ordinary knotted rugs, is very economical.

Using Helvellyn canvas, start work about five threads

from the end of the rug, which, as before, must be fixed by
two rows of sewing-machine stitches. Start at the left-

hand side of the rug and pick up one vertical thread of the

canvas with the needle from right to left (diagram 23).

Draw the yarn through till about |-in. is left beyond the

stitch. Now catch this end with the left hand and hold it

down towards you, while you take the thread over towards

the right and pick up the horizontal thread just beneath the

first stitch, passing the needle from above towards you and
pull the thread tight. Now proceed to the next vertical

thread on the same level (diagram 24) (which will be the

second thread from the stitch you have made), and leave

between this second knot and the first a loop about f-in.

deep, that is about i Jin. of wool. Hold this with the tip of

your left forefinger, which acts as a good gauge. Repeat

the same knot, picking up the vertical thread from right to

left, and passing over, pick up the horizontal thread just to

the right of it from above towards you. Between each
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PLATE 6. A CHENILLE RUG.

WORKED BY EMMA PATTINSON.
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PLATE 7. CROCHET RUGS.

WORKED BY AXX PHTLIPSOX.
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DIAGRAM 23

DIAGRAM 24

Diagrams 23 and 24. These two diagrams

Illustrate the needletuft-stitch. The wool passes

under a vertical strand of canvas and then

under the horizontal strand immediately to the

right. The loops are cut when the row is

completed, giving a thick, close pile
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knot you must leave a loop and cut each row of loops as it is

completed.

These stitches can be worked diagonally if preferred and
this often makes it easier for the worker to see the second
thread which has to be picked up in the space between two
knots on the previous row.
Always work above the previous row of knots or you

will find it difficult to push aside the pile in order to work
beneath what has been already done.

For this rug you can use either three-, four-, or six-ply

wool, but it is essential that it should be of a very long and
strong staple, otherwise the strong pull, when each knot is

drawn tight, will at once break the yarn.

Shetland rug wool is excellent and very light and goes a

long way, as there is a great length to the pound. Next to

this the new Gnome yam is good. Dryad straight yam and
several varieties of four-ply wool are excellent. The last-

named yam uses exactly ^Ib. to the square foot and the

others approximate to that amount.

For this rug there is one end of wool for each hole in the

canvas, plus a little extra for the knot. The prodded rug

has two ends of wool for each hole in the canvas. This .

needletuft rug is quite the finest and richest-looking mg
which can be made without a loom, and is stronger than any

other. If working an elaborate pattern it is best to have a

different needle to each colour of yam in each row, so that

one colour can be picked up after another in due order as the

design requires. An illustration of a rug worked by this

method appears in plate 9, page 40.

PILE RUGS ON CANVAS.
The Long Pile Rug.

This is done by hooking small lengths of yam on to

canvas by means of a hook and makes a very solid, though

rather expensive rug.
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First wind the yam—ordinary "single" rug yam—round
a gauge, and cut it to the right length. These guages can

be bought from any yam merchant, and have a groove for

inserting the scissors. The canvas should have nine holes

to the square inch unless a finer yam is used. (Diag. 21.)

Take the little length of yam and double it, laying the

doubled end on the canvas above the thread to which you
are going to tie it. Take your mg hook and push it below
this thread, catch the doubled loop of yam, draw it towards

you under the thread of the canvas, and out to the top, then

keeping the hook still in the loop push it forward on top of
the canvas, catch the ends of the loop and pull them
through it, and your knot is made. (Diag. 22.)

The best way to work on the canvas is to lay it on a table,

with the portion you are working at on the extreme edge of

the table, so that the ends of each successive row of knots

overlaps the one below it. This rug, when finished is very

heavy, and care must be taken when getting the canvas to

have a reliable one. There are various canvases made of
paper fibre, and they are not so durable as fabric ones.

After all the pile is done finish the edges of the mg with a

row of double crochet. This rug should not be lined.

Practically any design, however elaborate, can be worked
out in this method, but workers should consider their colour

schemes carefully. Too many of the patterns sold are

faulty in colouring, making some unimportant detail of the
design far too emphatic in colour, and losing the shape of

largef masses by a too uniform choice of tonal quality.

The Short Pile Rug.

The finished eiSFect of this rug is exactly the same as the

previous one—^but by seipwg the pile over a much narrower
gauge it is much shorter in depth and hence much more
economical. The gauge may be half-an-inch to three-

quarters-of-an-inch wide, a narrow strip of metal is best as

it is sUghtly flexible. The method is as follows :

—
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Lay the gauge across the canvas just below a row ofwide
meshes. Take a strong darning needle, or better still, a

small packing needle. Thread in your yam, lay the

extreme end of the thread under the gauge with the needle

above it. Insert the needle into a small hole between the

meshes. Take it out below the thread to the left, pass over
both threads toward the right, insert the needle below the

right-hand thread of the pair, so that it comes out through
the space between the two threads of canvas with the

knotting stitch above the ends of the thread. Next pass

the needle downwards over the gauge and upwards again

behind it, and proceed with the next knot as before. Some
workers prefer to work the knotted pile in a horizontal

direction picking up the horizontal threads of the canvas,

first the lower thread and then the upper one in succession.

The effect is the same—it is merely a matter of convenience

(Diag. 27.) After the looped pile is made, run the point of
the scissors through the loops and cut the pile. Several

threads of fine wool may be taken as one strand and used for

these pile rugs, so that oddments of yam can be used up.

After cutting the pile, trim the surface evenly and cut away
ends of thread. No lining is necessary for this rug, but the

edges of the canvas should be covered in with double

crochet and four outer rows of loops should be worked
through doubled canvas to make a firm hem.

WOVEN RUGS.
The main difficulty in making these most interesting

mgs is the expense of buying and learning to use a loom,
and the space required for this is not always available in a

small house. The Dryad Handicrafts has produced a

most excellent and inexpensive rug loom at a most moderate
price, and they give full directions for using this. It takes

up very little floor space and is not difficult to understand.

Tliis small loom is highly desirable for anyone who wishes

to take to rug-making seriously. The Dryad Handicrafts
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also produces a still mofe simplified frame for the purpose
which costs still less, and which yet can be used for all the

following varieties of rugs. With the looms can be got
various convenient tools, such as combs for beating down
the weft, and tenter hooks for keeping the width of the web
even, also the various materials for warp and weft of rugs.

The following directions are given for those who have no
frames or looms, but they apply equally to m_ethods of

working for those who have these conveniences for more
rapid work. This method of making the woven rug is

elementary, but quite satisfactory and all the actual apparatus

required is two spars of wood about three-quarters-of-an-

inch thick and about thirty to thirty-six inches long, and two
inches wide, covered over with rug canvas, this latter to act

as a gauge for the warp threads. Each spar should have
a brass hook at either end and besides these a large packing

needle is required for tucking in the ends of the weft

threads. Two very heavy weights or stones about 14 lbs.

each will be needed.

The Ullswater Rug.

Take coarse twine, preferably of cotton, or a strongly

twisted yam of wool or cotton. It is best to use something
which will ultimately make a good fringe at the ends of your

rug. The writer uses soft unbleached cotton "Ullswater"

four-ply yarn, which makes a soft, full foundation for this

rug. Count the number of squares on the canvas over the

wooden spars to the width you wish to make your rug, and
make a hank of your warp twine, or yarn, about ten inches

longer than the ultimate length of the rug, of a sufficient

number of threads to match the holes in titie canvas. Cut
the hank at either end, and laying your two spars covered

with canvas on the table, canvas sides next to each other, take

each separate string of warp and thread it first through one
piece of canvas and over to the next, tjring the ends of the
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threads in pairs into a knot beyond the second strip of
canvas. (Diag. 28.) Carry on till all the warp threads are

knotted into place, and pulled tight against the canvas on
the spar. Now get somebody to hold this spar firmly while

you take the other and draw it gently and steadily down the

loose length of string. This takes time, the strings twist and
tangle, but be sure not to wrench the spar suddenly or
roughly to one side or another. When the lower spar is

about six inches from the loose ends of the warp, knot each

outer pair of threads firmly together below the canvas, and
having screwed your screwhooks into the ends ofthe spars,

as in diagram 28 at A and B, hook these on the upper spar

(with the knotted ends) to the eyelet screws which should
be screwed on to the rafters, or a door or window frame.

This rug is best suited for a low roofed cottage, as it can be
hung from rafters very conveniently. Now hang the

heavy weights on to the hooks on the lower spar. If iron

weights are not convenient, heavy stones or bricks in bags
will do just as well. Now without pulling any of your
warp strings too tight, knot them all into place and your
warp is done. It may take two or three hours, but do not
hurry it. It is very hard to get an even tension on the

warp if the work is moved or tugged, and after it is done it

is best to leave the warp to hang for two or three days so

that the string becomes slackened where there is not enough
tension and you can see better where a slight tightening is

needed.

For the weft, a wool such as Dryad straight rug wool
uses about 4 ozs. to the square foot.

Wind off your wool into balls about the size of an
orange, taking care as you wind it to leave the commence-
ment of the thread hanging out of the ball, as it gives less

trouble to draw the thread from the inside of the ball.

Tuck the other end of the yarn inside to keep it from
unwinding. Now starting at the left-hand side of your

warp, lift every alternate thread ofwarp with your left hand
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till you have a handful of threads convenient enough to

hold while you pass the ball of wool behind them and pick

it up with your right hand. Go on picking up with the

left hand till you reach the other side of the warp. Be sure

that you pick up each alternate thread at this first "pass"

across your warp, as it is not easy to rectify mistakes made
at this point. Now, continue picking up the other

alternate threads with the left hand, going back to the left

side of the rug, passing the wool through with the right

hand. Continue picking up single alternate threads for

good effect on ends of rug is to put in a little checking at

this stage of the work, it serves to break the border colour

into the main pattern less suddenly, and breaks the monot-
ony of so much weaving right across the warp.

After this stage, the work goes exactly as in needle-

weaving, save that the work must always be done above a

portion already woven, you cannot work weft into a portion

of empty warp with weaving above it unless you use a

needle for it, and working with the hand alone is far

quicker than using a needle.

about twelve rows.

This part of the work
is somewhat dull, but
must be done to form
a good selvedge to the

rug. (See diagram 30).

After this point take up
alternate pairs instead

of single threads, and
be very careful as you
go to beat down the

weft yam with your
fingers as you work,
and on no account pull

your weft yam tighdy

after you begin weaving
on pairs of threads. A
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A packing needle should be used to run ends of thread

into the weft, and these should be run in at least three inches,

so that they cannot work out. For the selvedge it is much
the best to use three threads ofwarp as one, and to give the

wool an extra wind round this at least every alternate

time of passing.

In taking up or casting off each successive "rise" of the

pattern you can either take up one thread of the warp at

each step, or a pair. The former makes a much steeper

slope to the diagonal rise of the pattern. With Turkey rug
wool each step or rise should have five or six double passes

of wool. (See diagram 28 at A and B.)

Bear in mind all the time when weaving this rug that you
must on no accountpullyour weft thread tight. Set it accurately

at each turn, and when each pass of the ball of wool is done,

let the yarn lie in a slight arch across the "pass" then beat it

down into place with the fingers. It is chiefly when taking

passes across a long succession of warp threads that

tightening occurs.

An equable and patient frame of mind is a great asset

when working these rugs. The worker will benefit greatly

if needle-weaving has been mastered before doing these

warped rugs. (Plate 10, page 57, and diagram 31.}

As the work proceeds, it is necessary to drop the upper
spar by means of string loops so that the worker need not
weave with arms upstretched. Roll up the lower portion

of the rug and lay on the roll another spar of wood which
may be tied at the ends to the projecting ends of the bottom
spar.

This takes the strain of the weights off the fabric which
you have already woven.
A variant of this rug eliminates the little holes between

the blocks of colour in the weft. It is a rather slower
method of weaving. At the end of each "pass" of the weft
thread it is interlocked with the weft thread of the next

block, so that the whole of the weaving of this rug is kept
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at one level. This is the method of weaving used hy the

Norwegians in their tapestries. It makes splendid rugs,

and they are most compact and regular and do not, as in the

foregoing rug, tend so much to pull in to a waist, as the

weaving proceeds. One great advantage in this rug is that

absolutely vertical lines can be made in the design.

The Kalmack Rug.

This rug is also worked on a warp, to be set up exactly as

for the latter rugs.

Commence as in the Ullswater rug with several rows of
plain weaving on alternate threads to make a good selvedge.

Next take your rug yarn and lifting up two warp threads

at a time, pass the ball back behind them and out again to the

front, now pass over four threads, lift the second pair of

these, pass the ball behind and so on. The stitch is exactly

like "outline stitch" in sewing.

After each row of stit-

ches a thread of fine twine

or stout linen thread

should be woven across

and then beaten into posi-

tion with a coarse comb.
Next take a row of yarn

stitches back across the

warp, reversing the direc-

tion of the slope of the

stitches. The result gives a

sort of herringbone ej9Fect

DIAGRAM 32 to the surface of the rug,

indeed, it is difficult to believe that most of the real old

Kalmack rugs are not entirely sewn with a needle. These

are not at any time very common among oriental rugs.

Worked out in heavy rug yarns this is a rapid method of
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weaving. It suits best for stripes and bands straight

acxoss the rug.

The Oriental Pile Rug (Diag. 32).

This is the finest of all rugs, and is the method used by
the Persian, Turkish and Indian workers. For this rug the

warp must be of fine twine ; it is made ofwool in many rugs,

but this does not wear so long as a twine or flax thread warp.

The wool used may be of varying thiclmess, and the finer

the wool the finer must the warp be.

The warp should be set up exactly as in the UUswater rug,

and several rows of plain weaving should be done at the

bottom to give a firm foundation, and this must be well

beaten down into place before the knotting begins. There
are three ways of setting in the knots. First, as in the

"Long Pile" rug. They may be hooked in sideways to each

warp thread, so that the loose ends of each Imot lie in the

same direction. It is best to begin knotting at the right-

hand side of the warp if this method is used.

Second, the knotting can be done over a gauge with a

needle catching up the warp threads as in the Short Pile rug.

After each row of knots is made one or two passes of
weaving in thin twine, flax thread or tightly twisted wool
must be made across the web. (Diag. 33.) If one pass

only is used it must be of some strong firm thread, not

wool. These must be firmly beaten into place with a

comb before the next row of knots is made.
The third method of knotting requires that the weft

threads should be of a fine twine, and there must be a double

row of this as the knotting is again done over a gauge, the

needle picking up first the lower thread of weft and next the

upper one between each warp thread with a wrap round the

gauge between each. (Diag. 34.) It is a good plan to keep a

thread of yarn like the knots to give a wrap round the

selvedge warps as the work goes on. This gives substance to

the edges, and makes them very firm and steady. (Diag. 3 5 .)
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ON DESIGN IN RUGS.
It is impossible in a short space to give any detailed sug-

gestions as to design for rugs. The subject is limitless.

The main fault of home-made rugs as a rule is that they

are too elaborate, too floral, and not sufficiently simple in

colour.

To design a rug is simple, so long as the worker under-

stands that the design must be adapted to the method of
making it.
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A very important thing in rug-making is to bear in mind

that borders should be narrow at the sides and wide at the

ends, if borders are used at all. They are not, of course,

essential. The accompanying diagrams are merely sug-

gestions for some of the more simply effective ways of

planning rugs. Any of them can be worked out in knotted

rugs. That marked A is well adapted for a woven rug also,

but it would require the vertical lines of the side borders to

be keyed in to the central filling of stripes. This rug would
also work out beautifully in Locker stitch, especially if

borders and stripes were checked or keyed into each other.

B also would do for both these methods with vertical

lines made to key or dovetail into the rest. All the rugs

with diagonal lines would, of course, work out admirably

in Ullswater or Locker methods. The different methods of
shading these diagrams is meant to suggest different colours.

None of them requires more than four colours. It is best

to plan that if the border be light the centre should on the

whole be darker in colour and vice versa.

The fault of most of our manufactured rug wools is that

the choice of colours is somewhat old-fashioned, and the

too uniform quality of colour in the dyeing of the yam
gives less interesting effects than a certain inequality would
give. Workers should be reminded what charming colour

schemes can be had by using the natural undyed sheep's

wool. Whites, creams, and all grades of warm greys

and browns can be got in natural wools, and these with or

without a touch of one bright dyed colour can be very

lovely in effect.

It is the sincere hope of the writer of this Uttle book
that her suggestions may be helpful to workers in the

country places of our British Isles, and also in our Colonies

—for the rug seems to be the handicraft most particularly

beloved and used by countrywomen, and they, like the

women who wrought the hangings for the tabernacle

in the wilderness, are "wise-hearted," and in many ways
wiser in their handiwork than their more sophisticated

sisters of the cities.










